
CSUEB ILO Diversity and Social Justice End of Assessment Faculty Assessor Feedback, May 2022

Faculty representing each of the five academic colleges assessed student work from Diversity and Social
assignments after receiving comprehensive calibration and assessment training. Experienced at this work,
most of these faculty have assessed ILO student work for at least 4 years, have led assessment training, and
have also participated in other faculty assessment committees.

As part of the process, faculty provided detailed feedback and recommendations. During the first three years of
ILO assessment, faculty assessor feedback had been integrated into the Closing the Loop report rather than
the “Results'' report. This fourth year, faculty assessors unanimously agreed that given the significant patterns,
it was meaningful tM eerns,
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Short assignments scored low
Some assignments limited the length of student responses (e.g. 1-2 paragraphs).

“Short assignments frequently led to superficial analysis or
explanations.”

● “Short assignments correlated with poor scores.”
● Short assignments were really difficult to assess, as it was hard to find evidence for everything in the

rubric.

What faculty assessors would like faculty to know

“Please look at the rubric to make sure your assignment aligns with the
categories on the rubric.  If it doesn’t, then please adjust your
assignment.  The assessment process is supposed to indicate if our
students are mastering these ILOs but sometimes the assessment
results are really about whether or not the assignment instructions
include the relevant materials from the rubric.  The rubric materials were
created by faculty and approved by faculty and contain what faculty
believe are important for students to master.  Please use it.”

● “Instructors need to take more time examining the rubric and incorporating the categories into their
assignment that is presented for assessment.  I don’t mean ‘teaching to the rubric’ but I do mean that if
the rubric is assessing cultural self-awareness, then instructors need to ask students to discuss cultural
self-awareness, somehow, in their assignment.”

● “I also think students benefit from looking at the rubric and discussing the rubric. I believe the rubric
can be used as a pedagogical instrument itself.”

● “Low scores may mean lack of assignment prompts rather than lack of learning. So please check if that
particular criteria is covered in the course AND the assignment. Faculty are doing amazing work
helping students excel in the ILOs. But they should also provide more opportunities to reflect on many
critical aspects.”


